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Around one third of the worldwide digital Ad Spending was already 
programmatic in 2015, increasing to 50 Percent in 2019 



Programmatic Mobile Ad Spend will be 50 Percent in 2019 



Global Players have a Market Share of around 65 Percent in Ad Spend  





The building Blocks for Co-ops have not changed… 

PREMIUM INVENTORY | FIRST PARTY DATA | SCALE 





“To face up to global competition (Google, 
Facebook etc) individually, we are weak. 
Even if we are competitors as publishers, 
the value we gain from working together is 
so great that the compromise is worth it.” 

Through Pooling Premium Inventory & Data, Sellers Reach Critical Mass 

- Matej Novak, MD, CPEX 

“Three years from its launch, La Place 
Media has gone from strength to strength. 
Independent governance combined with 
solid backing across all levels of our 
publisher members’ business are key 
factors in our success.” 

- Arthur Millet, MD, La Place Media 
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Premium publishers 

Reaching critical mass (70 percent reach) 

Collecting first party data, using a DMP 

Founding external entity for alliance, publishers are 
shareholders 

Increasing efficiency 

What do Programmatic Alliances have in common? 
 



Key Learnings: Launch and Organization 

Strong leader essential, needs to evangelise the 
market 

Invest in your team and marketing 

Dedicated buyer and seller resources 

Launch with 2-3 persons, 6-8 required for scale 

Draw on expertise within member group 



Key Learnings: Market Offering 

Alliances can provide value across all channels (desktop, mobile, video) 

Alliance needs to have a clear market offering for advertisers 

Existing Alliances are focusing on remnant inventory 

Member publishers need to agree a unified strategy for packaging 

To ensure direct sales protection, alliances implement masked URL 

All alliances have implemented a DMP to run across all publishers 

Advertisers/Buyers need to know how to access inventory/packages 



Example Packages in our Marketplace 



The four 
Challenges  
for Alliances  
in 2016 



Challenges 2016 
“DIY Programmatic” 

•  Publisher launching their own programmatic 
sales efforts 

• What is the Co-op responsible for selling? 
• What is the Publisher responsible for selling? 
•  Viewability Trading/High Impact Formats/Video 

Governance & Politics 

•  A challenge for newly formed Co-ops 
•  There is no single template for structuring a Co-

op 
• Governance Structure & Steering Committees 
•  Established Co-ops have learnings and best 

practices to share 

Mobile Monetisation 

•  The challenge varies market to market and is not 
unique to Co-ops. However, Co-ops have 
additional challenges. 

• High expectations from publishers 
• Can Co-ops start to drive the nascent native ad 

space in their markets? 

Enhancing Data Offering 

• Data is a top value proposition for most Co-ops 
• However, survey results suggest not all Co-ops 

feel they are executing well on first party data 
•  Important to evaluate what is and isn’t working 
•  Partnerships with in-market data providers 
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